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Abstract 
Digit Recognition is an essential element of the process of scanning and con-
verting documents into electronic format. In this work, a new Multiple-Cell 
Size (MCS) approach is being proposed for utilizing Histogram of Oriented 
Gradient (HOG) features and a Support Vector Machine (SVM) based clas-
sifier for efficient classification of Handwritten Digits. The HOG based tech-
nique is sensitive to the cell size selection used in the relevant feature extrac-
tion computations. Hence a new MCS approach has been used to perform 
HOG analysis and compute the HOG features. The system has been tested on 
the Benchmark MNIST Digit Database of handwritten digits and a classifica-
tion accuracy of 99.36% has been achieved using an Independent Test set 
strategy. A Cross-Validation analysis of the classification system has also been 
performed using the 10-Fold Cross-Validation strategy and a 10-Fold classifi-
cation accuracy of 99.26% has been obtained. The classification performance 
of the proposed system is superior to existing techniques using complex pro-
cedures since it has achieved at par or better results using simple operations in 
both the Feature Space and in the Classifier Space. The plots of the system’s 
Confusion Matrix and the Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) show 
evidence of the superior performance of the proposed new MCS HOG and 
SVM based digit classification system. 
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1. Introduction 

Digit Recognition and Character Recognition are important activities associated 
with document scanning and converting them into an electronic format. Recog-
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nition of digits and characters, whether machine typed or handwritten, belongs 
to the important field of Optical Character Recognition (OCR) which is one of 
the earliest applications of the general Pattern Recognition (PR) and Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) techniques [1]. Despite the fact that the Handwritten Digit 
Recognition problem has been studied extensively for a number of years, one of 
its benchmark databases is still actively used by researchers till date [2] [3] [4]. 
The conventional applications of OCR are numerous and include diverse areas 
such as automatic bank cheque processing, immigration data processing, health 
data record conversion into electronic format, tax forms data conversion and 
many other applications. Despite being one of the earliest research and applica-
tion areas of AI, the digit and character recognition remains an active research 
topic. The present day popularity and mass availability of smart phones with 
sophisticated camera technology enable users to capture images of handwritten 
notes containing digits and characters. Subsequently there is a need to extract 
the handwritten notes information from these images to convert them into text 
files. Analysis of documents and images with texts continues to be active re-
search topics [5] [6] [7] [8] [9]. Hence the need for developing efficient 
handwritten digit and character recognition algorithms and techniques contin-
ues to exist even today. 

Handwritten documents present more challenges for digit and character rec-
ognition compared to typed documents due to the variations in the handwriting 
of individual persons. The adoption of ITC systems and the continuous migra-
tion from manual systems to electronic formats, as part of automation efforts, 
especially in the developing and emerging markets, present opportunity to de-
velop efficient document scanning and conversion systems. This in turn gives 
rise to the need for more accurate digit and character recognition techniques. 
Our present work is aimed at finding an improved classification system for 
handwritten digit recognition purposes. 

The breakdown of this paper is as follows: A review of existing techniques for 
handwritten digit recognition problem is given in Section 2. The proposed 
handwritten digit recognition system is presented in Section 3. Section 4 
presents the experimental setup for the experiments conducted in this work in 
order to assess the performance of the system and this section also presents the 
selection of relevant parameters associated with the experiments. Results and 
discussions have been presented in Section 5. Finally, conclusions and future 
work ideas are discussed in Section 6. 

2. Review of Existing Techniques 

The Character Recognition problem has been studied extensively by the Pattern 
Recognition community and it is commonly known as the Optical Character 
Recognition (OCR) problem [1]. The handwritten digit recognition and charac-
ter recognition are part of the wider and more general OCR research. As a Pat-
tern Recognition problem, the handwritten digit images are usually processed by 
a feature extraction block and features are extracted from the digit images in the 
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Feature Space. The recognition or classification is based on the set of feature 
vectors that have been extracted from the digit images. The features are then fed 
to a classification block in which classification decision is taken. The Mixed Na-
tional Institute of Standards and Technology (MNIST) database is a benchmark 
database that is commonly used to assess the performance of algorithms for 
recognition of hand written digits [10]. This database is also used as a bench-
mark database for evaluating and testing various Artificial Intelligence (AI) and 
Machine Learning (ML) algorithms [11]. The MNIST Handwritten digit data-
base is maintained by Lecun et al. [10] and its website contains an excellent 
record of the various classifier techniques that have been applied by researchers 
to this problem and the associated test error rates that have been achieved. A 
large number of classifier techniques have been applied to this problem includ-
ing Linear Classifiers, K-Nearest Neighbor, Boosted Stumps, Non-Linear Clas-
sifiers, SVMs, Neural Nets and Convolutional Nets [10]. 

Lecun et al. achieved excellent classification results in their seminal work on 
document recognition using gradient-based learning in [12]. Their research can 
easily be considered amongst the pioneering work in the applications of Convo-
lutional Neural Networks (CNNs) for image analysis and recognition. In their 
ground breaking work they achieved error rates of 0.8% using SVM employing 
degree 9 polynomial functions and 0.7% using a Convolutional Neural Network 
architecture. The CNNs are the main stay of the currently popular technique of 
Deep Learning for image recognition [3] [4]. Decoste et al. have reported error 
rates of 0.56% by applying SVMs to the digit recognition problem using degree 9 
polynomials [13]. Simard et al. have also considered the best practices for the 
application of CNNs to visual document analysis [14]. Keyser et al. [15] have 
applied non-linear deformation models for image recognition tasks and have 
achieved an error rate of 0.54% in their work. Increasingly low error rates have 
been achieved by researchers by employing ensemble techniques to the digit 
recognition problem. Meier et al. have reported an error rate of 0.39% using a 
committee of Neural Networks [16]. A low error rate of 0.23% has been achieved 
by Ciresan et al. in [17] [18] using a committee of CNNs. 

Our current research contributions include the utilization of the proposed 
new Multiple-Cell Size (MCS) concept for HOG feature extraction and utiliza-
tion of the multiclass classification capabilities of SVM classifiers through the 
Error Correcting Output Codes (ECOC) methodology to achieve efficient 
handwritten digit recognition. Hence the proposed optimizations in both the 
Feature Space as well as in the Classifier Space have enabled us to achieve at par 
or better performance compared to existing handwritten digit recognition tech-
niques while employing comparatively simple computational methods in both 
domains. 

3. The Proposed Handwritten Digit Recognition System 

The proposed handwritten digit recognition system follows the standard model 
of feature based classification systems consisting of the digit image database, an 
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essential feature extraction sub-block and a main classification sub-block. The 
MNIST Benchmark database of handwritten digits has been considered in this 
work. The Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) technique [19] has been ex-
tended in this work by using a new Multiple-Cell Size (MCS) HOG approach to 
extract features from the database images and the classification sub-block is 
based on the Support Vector Machine (SVM) classification methodology [21]. 
The performance of the classification system depends on a number of factors in-
cluding the type of feature extraction techniques used and the kind of classifiers 
used for the classification task. Other important factors that affect the classifica-
tion performance include pre and post processing procedures. In this work the 
pre or post processing steps have not been employed in the feature extraction 
process since the HOG descriptors based classification systems are not sensitive 
to pre-processing operations [19]. The number of images available in the dataset 
for training, validation and test purposes also plays dominant role in the per-
formance of the classification system [3] [4]. Both the Independent Test Set as 
well as the 10-Fold Cross-Validation strategies have been used to evaluate the 
performance of the system. The Block Diagram of the proposed Handwritten 
Digit Recognition system is shown in Figure 1. The detailed description of the 
various sub-blocks is given below.  
 

 
Figure 1. Proposed MCS HOG and SVM based digit recognition system. 

3.1. MNIST Handwritten Benchmark Digit Database 

For the handwritten digit database, the Benchmark MNIST Digit Database has 
been considered in this work to test and validate the digit recognition system. 
The MNIST Digit Database consists of 60,000 images of 10 digit classes in the 
training set and another 10,000 digit images in the test set for a total of 70,000 
images in the database. This database is available at the website maintained by 
Lecun et al. at [10]. The spatial resolution of the images is 28 × 28 pixels and all 
images are grayscale images. Details about the MNIST digit database are avail-
able at [10]. The Independent Test Set and the Cross-Validation strategies have 
been employed to assess the performance of the system on this database. For the 
Independent Test set, the given 10,000 images of the test set have been used. For 
the Cross-Validation Strategy purposes, the 10-Fold Cross-Validation has been 
used on the set of 70,000 images obtained by combining the given two sets. The 
10-fold Cross-Validation Strategy has been used to obtain a realistic perform-
ance determination of the proposed digit recognition system. A random selec-
tion of images from the MNIST digit database is shown in Figure 2 below. 

Handwritten Digit 
Database SVM Based 

Classification

MCS HOG 
Feature 

Extraction
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Figure 2. Random images from the MNIST digit data set. 

3.2. New Multiple-Cell Size HOG Feature Extraction 

The feature extraction sub-block of the proposed system is based on the Histo-
gram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) feature extraction methodology [19]. The 
Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) technique was suggested by Navneet et 
al. in [19] for the task of human detection in images. As reported by Navneet et 
al., the HOG technique is similar to the edge orientation histograms [20] but the 
computations involved in HOG analysis are based on utilizing a dense grid of 
uniformly spaced cells along with overlapping local contrast normalizations to 
achieve better performance. The HOG technique exploits the property of the 
edge directions i.e. the local orientation measurements that carry useful infor-
mation about object shape and form [19]. Hence the HOG descriptors can be 
used for object and shape recognition and classification. Apart from their initial 
application to the problem of human detection in images, the HOG descriptors 
have also been extended to shape and object recognition problems. The HOG 
descriptors have been applied to digit recognition in [21] using synthetic data 
set. In this work the HOG application has been extended to real world hand-
written digit recognition problem using the Benchmark MNIST Handwritten 
digit database and we have also introduced a new concept of utilizing a Multi-
ple-Cell Size (MCS) HOG approach to achieve high classification accuracy. Clas-
sification and recognition tasks based on the HOG descriptors are sensitive to 
the Cell Size that is required in the relevant computations [19]. Finding an ap-
propriate Cell Size for the computation of HOG descriptors plays crucial role in 
the classification performance. In this work, two different Cell Sizes have been 
used in the computations and the feature vector is a concatenation of the HOG 
descriptors computed using the 2 cell sizes. It is proposed to use the new Multi-
ple-Cell Size (MCS) concept for computation of HOG descriptors to form the 
feature vector for classification. 

3.3. SVM Based Classification 

The Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm is a powerful classification tool 
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that is used extensively in Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning 
(ML) tasks. The SVM algorithm was developed by Vapnik et al. [22] for ML 
tasks. In its original form, the SVM algorithm results in a binary classification 
solution. The extension of SVMs to multiclass problems is possible through the 
Error Correcting Output Codes (ECOC) technique [23]. Multiclass classification 
has been achieved in this work using SVMs by utilizing the ECOC technique 
available in MATLAB. The ECOC technique breaks down the multiclass classi-
fication problem into a series of binary classification tasks. A One-vs-One 
(OVO) coding design strategy has been used for the multiclass SVM implemen-
tation using the ECOC model. 

4. Experimental Setup and Parameter Selection 

The performance of the Digit Recognition system depends on both the Feature 
Extraction as well as the SVM Classification steps. These steps in turn depend on 
the relevant parameters that must be properly selected in order to achieve high 
classification accuracy. Hence the design of an efficient recognition system de-
pends on the proper selection of parameters both in the Feature Space as well as 
in the Classifier Space. 

4.1. Parameter Selection for the New MCS HOG Descriptors 

The HOG based feature extraction process is sensitive to the cell size that is used 
in HOG analysis of images [19]. Choosing a small cell size compared to the size 
of the image will result in a larger feature vector which may confuse the classifier 
system leading to poor recognition performance. On the other hand, choosing a 
larger cell size may result in insufficient features which will also result in poor 
classifier performance. Hence choosing an appropriate cell size is crucial for 
classification accuracy. It has been observed in this work that concatenating fea-
ture vectors of two different cell sizes results in superior classification perform-
ance compared to individual feature vectors. Hence a new Multiple-Cell Size 
(MCS) approach has been adopted in this work and the following two cell sizes 
have been used to compute the HOG descriptors to achieve superior classifica-
tion accuracy: 
• Cell_Size1 (6 × 6 pixels) for computing the feature vector HOG_Cell_Size1 
• Cell_Size2 (7 × 7 pixels) for computing the feature vector HOG_Cell_Size2 

The HOG features computed using the two cell sizes have been concatenated 
together to form the overall feature vector for the classifier system: 

[ ]New _ MCS _ HOG HOG _ Cell _ Size1  HOG _ Cell _ Size2=     (1) 

The concatenation of the feature vectors combines the individual discrimi-
nating powers of the two feature vectors into one overall powerful feature vector. 

The HOG descriptors associated with the MCS methodology have been plot-
ted in Figures 3-5 below as sequence of values to highlight their discriminating 
power. It is clear from the figures that MCS HOG features computed for differ-
ent digits carry different information thus highlighting the discriminating power  
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Figure 3. New MCS HOG descriptors for digit “0” and digit “5”. 
 

 
Figure 4. First 100 values of new MCS HOG descriptors for digit “0” and digit “5”. 
 

 
Figure 5. Last 100 values of new MCS HOG descriptors for digit “0” and digit “5”. 
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of this technique. Figure 3 shows the full or complete feature vector whereas the 
first and last hundred values of the feature vector have been plotted in Figure 4 
and Figure 5 to show the values at expanded scale. It is mentioned here that the 
selection of the two cell sizes 6 × 6 pixels and 7 × 7 pixels is related to the spatial 
resolution of the digit images of the MNIST database. Selecting smaller or larger 
cell sizes relative to the digit image size will result in larger or smaller feature 
vectors which will affect the classification performance of the recognition sys-
tem. Arriving at the optimum cell sizes has been based on achieving the best 
classification performance through experimentation. 

From Figure 4 and Figure 5, it is evident that for different digit images i.e. 
Digit “0” and “5” the HOG descriptors carry relevant discriminating informa-
tion highlighting the discriminating powers of these descriptors.At the expanded 
scale, the same-class pattern similarity is clear from the plots of Figure 4 for the 
first 100 values. Similarly, the different-class pattern differences are also clear 
from the subject plots. 

The same-class and different-class trends, as mentioned above, are obvious 
from Figure 5 as well. 

4.2. Parameter Selection for the SVM Classifiers 

As mentioned before, the ECOC model for multiclass SVM implementation has 
been used in this work. The ECOC model uses a number of binary SVMs to 
achieve multiclass classification [23]. Hence the parameters associated with the 
SVM Based Classification sub-block of the system are related to the multiclass 
extension technique used i.e. the ECOC model and the individual binary SVMs 
that are used within the ECOC model to achieve the multiclass extension. For 
the individual binary SVMs in the model, a polynomial Kernel of order 4 and the 
Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) algorithm have been used. For the 
ECOC model itself, a One-vs-One (OVO) coding design methodology has been 
used on the binary learners in the model. The number of binary learners needed 
for the k = 10 class handwritten digit recognition problem are 45 as given below: 

( )
Binary Learne 4s

1
5

2
r

k k −
==                   (2) 

4.3. Summary of Parameter Selection 

Table 1 below provides a summary of the parameter selection and system setup 
for the proposed classification system. The table shows the selected values for 
both the Feature Space as well as the Classifier Space parameters. 
 
Table 1. Summary of parameter selection. 

Item/Entity Parameter Type Parameter Value 

New MCS HOG Descriptors 
(Feature Space) 

Cell Size 
Cell_Size1 (6 × 6 pixels) 
Cell_Size2 (7 × 7 pixels) 

SVM Multiclass Extension 
(Classifier Space) 

ECOC Coding Design One-vs-One (OVO) 

SVM Polynomial Kernel Order 4 

SVM Optimization Algorithm SMO 
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5. Results and Discussions 

A large number of experiments have been conducted by us in order to determine 
the performance of the Handwritten Digit Recognition system. Both the Inde-
pendent Test Set as well as the 10-Fold cross-validation methodology have been 
used in order to determine the classification performance of the system. The 
classifier performance has been measured in terms of Classification Accuracy. 
Classification accuracies of 99.36% and 99.26% have been achieved for the In-
dependent Test Set and the 10-Fold cross-validation strategies respectively. 

5.1. Performance of the System on the Independent Test Set 

The Independent Test Set structure of the MNIST Handwritten Benchmark Di-
git database consists of a Training Set of 60,000 images and a Test Set of 10,000 
images. Using the Independent Test Set, our proposed system has been able to 
achieve a classification accuracy of 99.36% based on a concatenated set of HOG 
features computed using two cell sizes i.e. a cell size of 6 × 6 pixels and a second 
cell size of 7 × 7 pixels. For the individual HOG descriptors the system has ob-
tained classification accuracies of 99.17% and 99.14% for the 2 cell sizes respec-
tively. But using the Multiple-Cell Size concept, the system has been able to ob-
tain improved classification performance of 99.36%. 

The Confusion Matrix and the Receiver Operating Curve (ROC) have also 
been computed to analyze the performance of the proposed system on the Inde-
pendent Test Set. The Confusion Matrix plot is shown in Figure 6. The Confu-
sion Matrix plot shows that the system has achieved an overall classification ac-
curacy of 99.4% i.e. 99.36% rounded off by the system. The Confusion Matrix 
Plot also shows the performance of the classification system for individual 
classes. The main diagonal shows classification performance of the system on the  
 

 
Figure 6. Confusion matrix for independent test set. 
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individual classes. The off diagonal values indicate the challenges encountered 
by the system in classifying individual classes. It is clear from the Confusion 
Matrix plot that the classification system has performed excellently on Classes 1, 
6 and 7. The plot also shows that Class 8 has been the toughest class for classifi-
cation with classification accuracy of 90%. 

The Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve has been plotted in Fig-
ure 7 and it shows the concentration of values towards the top left hand corner 
of the plot indicating excellent performance of the proposed system. It is clear 
from the plots of both the Confusion Matrix and the ROC that the performance 
of the proposed system on the Independent Test Set has been excellent. 

5.2. Performance of the System on the 10-Fold Cross-Validation 

In order to obtain the 10-Fold Cross-Validation performance, the available 
Training Set and Test Set are first concatenated to obtain an overall dataset of 
70,000 digit images. We then performed a 10-fold cross-validation of the system 
and obtained classification performance averaged over the 10 folds. In the 
10-fold cross-validation strategy, the available data set is divided into 10-folds 
with 9 folds used for training purposes and the remaining 10th fold used for 
testing purposes. This process is repeated for all 10 folds in turn and the per-
formance is averaged over the 10 folds. Similar to the independent test set case, 
the performance of the system has been evaluated on the 10-fold case for both 
the individual HOG Descriptors as well as the new MCS HOG descriptors. For 
the Cell_Size1 HOG descriptors of size 6 × 6 pixels, a 10-fold classification accu-
racy of 99.10% has been obtained and for the second Cell_Size2 HOG descrip-
tors of size 7 × 7 pixels, the 10-fold classification accuracy achieved has  
 

 
Figure 7. ROC Plot showing performance on independent test set. 
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been 99.17%. For the MCS HOG descriptor feature vector, a 10-fold classifica-
tion accuracy of 99.26% has been achieved by the system. The 99.26% classifica-
tion accuracy for 10-fold cross-validation indicates excellent performance of the 
proposed system. 

5.3. Summary of the Results 

The summary of the results of the experiments for the Independent Test Set and 
the 10-fold cross-validation are presented below in Table 2. It is clear from the 
table that the proposed new MCS HOG technique gives improved results com-
pared to single cell size based HOG descriptors. 

5.4. Performance Comparison with State-of-the-Art 

As discussed in Section 2, the error rates reported by prominent researchers for 
the MNIST benchmark database range from 0.8% to 0.54% corresponding to 
classification accuracy of 99.2% to 99.46% respectively for non-ensemble based 
systems. We will not consider ensemble methods in our comparison and will 
only compare our non-ensemble technique’s performance to peers of similar 
nature. The classification accuracy of 99.36% of the proposed system on the In-
dependent Test Set is comparable to the state-of-the-art in handwritten digit 
recognition systems. Also, extra performance analysis through the 10-fold cross- 
validation methodology has been provided and the system has achieved 99.26% 
classification accuracy thus highlighting the strength of the proposed technique. 
It is emphasized here that the proposed technique has achieved this improved 
performance by exploiting the Feature Space as well as the Classifier Space 
through use of optimum parameter selection and by specifically using the new 
MCS HOG concept of utilizing different cell sizes in HOG descriptor calcula-
tions to harness the discriminating powers of the MCS HOG descriptors. 

We mention here, that the other existing methods that have achieved recogni-
tion accuracy like our proposed method (i.e. greater than 99% recognition accu-
racy on the MNIST Benchmark database) include Deep Learning techniques 
employing individual CNNs and CNN ensembles. But, our proposed technique 
is preferable to Deep Learning systems since Deep Learning Handwritten Digit 
Recognition systems based on Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have 
complex network architectures and are difficult to train compared to our pro-
posed SVM Based scheme. CNNs usually require GPU processing instead of the  
 
Table 2. Classification performance of the proposed system. 

Testing/Validation Strategy HOG Cell Size Classifier Accuracy 

Independent Test Set 

Cell_Size1 (6 × 6 pixels) 99.17% 

Cell_Size2 (7 × 7 pixels) 99.14% 

New MCS HOG 99.36% 

10-Fold Cross-Validation 

Cell_Size1 (6 × 6 pixels) 99.10% 

Cell_Size2 (7 × 7 pixels) 99.17% 

New MCS HOG 99.26% 
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regular CPU and this requirement is a burden on the computing resources. We 
have achieved State-of-the-Art results without requiring GPU processing. Our 
proposed system is superior in the sense that it achieves a State-of-the-Art rec-
ognition accuracy without needing GPUs and complicated CNNs. The MCS 
HOG based Feature Extraction process of our system for Handwritten Digit 
Recognition is preferable to any complicated CNN based Feature Extraction 
scheme. 

6. Conclusion and Future Work 

It has been demonstrated in this work that using a new Multiple-Cell Size ap-
proach to HOG descriptor computation and the SVM based classification 
scheme, a classification accuracy of 99.36% has been achieved on the Indepen-
dent Test Set for the Handwritten Digit Recognition problem. It has been dem-
onstrated that using a 10-fold cross-validation strategy, a classification accuracy 
of 99.26% has been obtained thus highlighting the generalization property of the 
proposed scheme. It has been shown that using the new MCS HOG approach 
results in superior classification performance compared to individual cell size 
HOG descriptors. Comparing the performance of the proposed system with the 
eminent results of existing techniques, it is concluded that the new MCS HOG 
based proposed system has achieved comparable performance to most of the ex-
isting techniques as well as it has exceeded the performance of others. Hence our 
results are comparable to state-of-the-art and this research will contribute posi-
tively to the research effort in the field of handwritten digit recognition. In fu-
ture, other feature extraction methods and classification schemes will be consi-
dered for the digit recognition system. 
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